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Program

Rainforest Generator (2016) Jacqueline Fazekas

LORKAS, Laptops

Swing (2017) Zachary Bush

Ted Zimnicki, Tenor
J.P. Lempke, Piano

Chromatomatic (2017) Christopher Marchant and
Jeremiah Sweeney

Christopher Marchant, Piano 1
Jeremiah Sweeney, Piano 2

Sirens (2017) Christopher Mitchell

Jeremy Ruth, Bb Clarinet
Patrick Englert, Bb Clarinet
Jack Liang, Bass Clarinet

When the Rain Comes (2017) Kierstyn Greenberg

Kierstyn Greenberg, Percussion 1
Nicolette Zillich, Percussion 2

Intermission
Parhelion (2017)  
Stephen Mitton

Samantha Fleur, Flute  
Caitlin Kierum, Clarinet  
Clarice Collins, Violin  
Elliot Yang, Cello  
Travis Rowland, Percussion  
Jingya Zhou, Marimba  
Lindsay De Leon, Vibraphone  
Cullan Lucas, Conductor

jacked (2017)  
Cameron Robello

Cameron Robello, Audio Interface

At a Window (2017)  
Jeremy Ulm

Deanna Hudson, Soprano  
John Solari, Piano

Piano Piece for David Tudor #1 by La Monte Young  
arranged by Cameron Robello

Cameron Robello and the ASU Composition Studio